Cream of the Crop - Disciplined Sex

An erotic collection of short stories by
best-selling authors with a central theme of
BDSM.A riding crop is a potent symbol of
mastery and dominance over the powerful
natural force of a magnificent steed
between your legs. To many it also
signifies surrendering to sexual pleasure.In
this collection of 13 stories, the erotic
action begins when, by chance, someone
finds a riding crop that has been left in
public, bearing a message asking them to
use it to explore their BDSM desires before
detailing their exploits in an email to an
anonymous account, then passing on the
crop so the pleasure can begin all over
againA couple who discover the crop on a
Eurostar train find themselves transported
back to the time of Catherine the Great for
a thrilling afternoon of discipline in the
country. A pair of office girls use the
implement as their ticket to a munch,
where their need to surrender can be
explored to the full, while the crop also
provides the ideal tool for a truly repentant
woman to be punished for a night of
passion with her ex.If you found the crop,
what would you do and where would you
let the pleasure lead you?
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